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Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com> 
Date: April 29, 2015 4:56:41 PM 
To: Mychaylo Prystupa <mychaylo@thevancouverobserver.com> 
Subject: Re: Media request - Duffy diary questions 

Mychalo,

Below, here are my responses to your questions.

Sincerely,
Vivian Krause

When was your January 27 appearance in Kelowna booked? Did they contact you
directly?  How was your fee arrived at?
 
Yes, the Integrated Environmental Plant Management Association of Western Canada
(IEPMA) contacted me directly in the fall of 2011. They offered me an honorarium of $1,000
and I accepted.
 
Who booked your appearances at the Mining Association of BC (March 22), CEPA (Cdn
Energy Pipelines), the Board of Trade?
 
These weren’t “appearances.”  At these events, I gave presentations of my work. The event
with the Association for Mineral Exploration in B.C. was booked directly with AMEBC, no
agent. The Canadian Energy Pipelines Association (CEPA) contacted me directly. The
luncheon hosted by Vancouver Board of Trade was suggested by several people, including
Taseko Mines.
 
How was the $10,000 fee arrived at for these appearances?
 
That’s what I asked for.
 
Who booked your speaking engagement at the Inuvik Petroleum Show? 
 
Numerous people contacted me about speaking at the Inuvik event. Marilyn Cassidy, who
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was referred to me by Mike Duffy, did the paperwork, at my request.
 
What was your fee for the Inuvik appearance? 
 
Again, it wasn’t an “appearance.” It was a 30 minute keynote presentation that I put a lot of
work into. Honorarium: $6,000.
 
Mr Duffy’s diary contains an entry to 2 telephone conversations referencing Viv Krause
and Marilyn Cassidy. One on January 13, and one on June 1. What can you recall about
those telephone conversations? Was Ms Cassidy on either call with you?
 
I was never on a conference call with Mr. Duffy and Ms. Cassidy.
 
What was discussed in that call? 
 
This question incorrectly assumes that I was on a conference call with Mr. Duffy and Ms.
Cassidy. I wasn’t.
 
Did Mr. Duffy discuss having Marilyn Cassidy obtain speaking   engagements for you?
 
No. None of the speaking engagements that I have had were initiated or orchestrated by Mr.
Duffy.
 
What engagements did she book? 
 
Ms. Cassidy handled the paperwork on all of the presentations that I gave in the spring of
2012 except for the B.C. Association for Mineral Exploration and IEPMA, as I said earlier.
 
Did you discuss your upcoming appearance before the Senate Finance Committee in the
June 1 phone call?
 
No. Prior to my testimony to the Senate Finance Committee, I did not discuss it with Mr.
Duffy, nor with anyone. The invitation to testify was sent to me on June 5. On June 1, I wasn’t
even aware that I was going to be invited to testify.
 
Did you know Duffy would be present for that Senate appearance? 
 
No.

Did you discuss your submission with him, or go over any of the details of your research? 
 
My testimony? No. The findings of my research? Yes. In the spring of 2012, a committee of
the Senate conducted a study based on my work. Mr. Duffy was a member of that
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committee. I answered his questions as I did the questions of the other senators and every
other politician that took the time to inquire.
 
Were you aware that Taseko Mines and Hunter Dickenson paid the fee for your Board of
Trade event?  When did you learn of their sponsorship? 
 
Yes, I was aware that Taseko was one of the sponsors of the V.B.O.T. event at which I
spoke. During 2011 and 2012, I spoke, unpaid, at The Vancouver Club, the Probus Club in
West Vancouver and the Burgundy Luncheon Club.  After those events, several people,
including Taseko, contacted me about speaking at a V.B.O.T. event.
 
Did Mr. Duffy express to you his interest in helping you, and if so how?
 
Mr. Duffy introduced me to Marilyn Cassidy so in that sense, yes, he was helpful and I
appreciated that very much.
 
Did Mr. Duffy provide input or information that I have used in testimony or in articles published
by The Financial Post? No.
 
After the years of work that I have put in analyzing more than 100,000 pages of U.S. tax
returns going back more than 20 years, I am grateful to every politician and journalist who
takes an interest in my work. It would be good if The Vancouver Observer would too. For
starters, perhaps The Vancouver Observer could ask Joel Solomon if his charities, The
Endswell Foundation, The Nextwave Foundation and the Leadership Institute are under
C.R.A. audit, and if so, why?

On Apr 29, 2015, at 04:35 PM, Mychaylo Prystupa <mychaylo@thevancouverobserver.com> wrote:

Hi Vivian,

Thank you — I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

On Wed, Apr 29, 2015 at 1:41 PM, VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com> wrote:
Mychaylo,

I will get back to you by 5 pm today.

V.

On Apr 28, 2015, at 16:53, Mychaylo Prystupa <mychaylo@thevancouverobserver.com> wrote:
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Dear Ms. Vivian Krause,

Thank you for your April 15 email to me regarding my 17 questions to you earlier that same day.

As you’ve seen, national media interest in Duffy’s diary is increasing, as questions are being
raised in Parliament.  So I continue to pursue stories about those records.

Since you are named several times in that diary, I would invite you again to review those 17
questions, and kindly consider responding.

I've pasted the April-15th-sent questions below for your convenience.

I look forward to your response.

Sincerely,
-- 

MYCHAYLO PRYSTUPA 
Senior Reporter | National Observer

c: 604-446-3816 | nationalobserver.com

QUESTIONS

When was your January 27 appearance in Kelowna booked? Did they contact you directly?  How was your fee
arrived at? 

Who booked your appearances at the Mining Association of BC (March 22), CEPA (Cdn Energy Pipelines), the
Board of Trade?

How was the $10,000 fee arrived at for these appearances?

Who booked your speaking engagement at the Inuvik Petroleum Show? 

What was your fee for the Inuvik appearance? 

Mr Duffy’s diary contains an entry to 2 telephone conversations referencing Viv Krause and Marilyn Cassidy.
One on January 13, and one on June 1. 

What can you recall about those telephone conversations?

Was Ms Cassidy on either call with you? 

What was discussed in that call? 

Did Mr. Duffy discuss having Marilyn Cassidy obtain speaking engagements for you?

What engagements did she book? 

Did you discuss your upcoming appearance before the Senate Finance Committee in the June 1 phone call?

http://nationalobserver.com/
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Did you know Duffy would be present for that Senate appearance? 

Did you discuss your submission with him, or go over any of the details of your research? 

Were you aware that Taseko Mines and Hunter Dickenson paid the fee for your Board of Trade event? 

When did you learn of their sponsorship? 

Did Mr. Duffy express to you his interest in helping you, and if so how?

-- 

MYCHAYLO PRYSTUPA 
Senior Reporter | National Observer

c: 604-446-3816 | nationalobserver.com

Winner of the 2014 Canadian Journalism Foundation Excellence in Journalism Award, the 2012
Canadian Journalism Foundation Excellence in Journalism Award. Shortlisted in 201 3.   
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